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tRanSlatoR’S  IntRoduCtIon

When I read Laurus in early 2013, I had no idea I’d ever translate the 
novel. I simply read the book, enjoying Eugene Vodolazkin’s medieval 
Russian setting and following the emotional and physical journeys of 
his main character, a man who seems to live four lives in one.

The more I read, the more Laurus bewitched me, keeping me up at 
night with accounts of pestilence, apocalyptic thoughts, medieval win-
ters, and pilgrimage. It wasn’t just the plot that fascinated me, though. 
Vodolazkin’s language—which blends archaic words, comic remarks, 
quotes from the Bible, bureaucratese, chunks of medieval texts, and 
much more—reflects the novel’s action. Like the story itself, which 
sometimes jumbles what we think of as the natural order of time, the 
novel’s language spans many centuries, creating a kaleidoscopic effect 
that Vodolazkin develops in such a way that it feels utterly natural. 
Anachronisms and archaic vocabulary have a way of popping up in the 
book like forgotten items you find when the snow melts in the spring.

When I was in Moscow in the fall of 2014, several Russian readers 
told me they thought Laurus must be impossible to translate because 
of the archaic language. That aspect of the translation wasn’t as hard as 
I expected it to be: despite never having taken courses in Old Church 
Slavonic, I was often able to figure out meanings through intuition or 
familiar roots. An old dictionary lent by a friend and websites with 
Middle English translations of the Bible helped me develop English 
versions of the archaic passages in Vodolazkin’s texts. Colleagues 
later checked my translation. Some of my versions blend multiple 
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English translations: wherever possible, I’ve attempted to use words 
that are unusual yet familiar to readers. This isn’t too different from 
Vodolazkin’s approach to archaic vocabulary: he, too, often adapts old 
texts so they’re comprehensible to contemporary readers. And don’t be 
surprised to find one-word bursts of odd spelling in Laurus, or places 
where words like “helpe” or “synned” live side-by-side with “rip-off” 
or “in the loop.”

I like to think of Laurus as containing layers of language that are 
a bit like the cultural strata—strata found during an archaeological 
dig that witness aspects of human life, history, and culture at various 
times—that Vodolazkin mentions in the novel. The thickest, dominant 
layer of language in Laurus appears to be fairly neutral in tone but it’s 
slightly stylized and it’s certainly embellished by thin strata of elements 
I mentioned above, such as bureaucratese, as well as ecclesiastical ter-
minology, contemporary idioms, and references to Russian classical 
literature.

Laurus presents the translator with numerous other challenges, and 
I’ve found in email correspondence with some of the book’s transla-
tors into other languages that many of us had difficulty determining 
translations for names of certain medicinal plants. I found the Internet 
and some herbal medicine books lent by a local Russian doctor helpful, 
and a book about the history of herbals was fun reading; some of my 
colleagues even checked names with botanists. It turns out (of course!) 
that not all the herbs mentioned in Laurus can be found in nature or 
traditional herbals. Some of these mystical plants have odd names that 
I’ve played with a little. I should offer my own version of Vodolazkin’s 
advice about the herbal treatments mentioned: please don’t try these 
at home.

Perhaps the most difficult element of Laurus for the translator 
comprises only a few dozen words: proper names, particularly per-
sonal names. Some of the personal names in the book are shared or 
echoed by individuals of various nationalities, resulting in varying 
spellings, too. The book’s title, Lavr, presented the biggest challenge: in 
Russian, “Lavr” is a personal name and “lavr” is a plant, the laurel, but 
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“lavr” most likely means nothing to the English-language reader and 
“Laurel” is a feminine name. Beyond that, I generally have a prefer-
ence for not anglicizing character names: Mikhail, for instance, remains 
Mikhail rather than becoming Michael. In the end, after discussions 
with Vodolazkin and Oneworld editorial director and publisher Juliet 
Mabey, we decided to use “Laurus” as Lavr’s name in the English 
translation. Beyond the fact that that’s the only way to preserve the 
connection of the title to the character and the metaphorical impor-
tance of the plant, it also preserves a momentum that Vodolazkin, very 
rightfully, thought was important to keep.

What I find most interesting about using “Laurus” is that the name 
has come to feel organic to me: by the time it arises, Vodolazkin has 
already established so many connections between various centuries, 
people (often with diverging name-spellings), and places that the name 
“Laurus” would fit right in place even if it felt completely out-of-place. 
I don’t want to spoil any of the book’s specifics so will just say that one of 
my favorite aspects of Laurus is that many actions and utterances seem 
to occur outside their expected times and locations, or almost recur, 
in a way that begins to feel natural and almost comforting, rather than 
contradictory or peculiar.

I mentioned above some of the colleagues who helped me in vari-
ous ways with the translation. Liza Prudovskaya read an entire draft, 
checking it against the original, making detailed commentaries, and 
answering questions. Olga Bukhina signed on as a checker of archaic 
words but looked at far more than that, making suggestions and egging 
me on to amp-up my slang. Book-lenders include Katherine Young 
for the old dictionary, Solomon Yusim for the herbal medicine books, 
and my beloved Scarborough Public Library for stacks of books about 
the Middle Ages. Thank you to Banke, Goumen & Smirnova Literary 
Agency for inviting me to translate excerpts of Laurus. I am grateful 
to Juliet Mabey of Oneworld for her strong interest in contemporary 
Russian fiction and for hiring me to translate Laurus. Her edits, obser-
vations, humor, and commitment to the book have been invaluable. 
Copy-editor Will Atkins’s patient questions, suggestions, and musings 
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went a long, long way in making my translation more readable. Finally, 
Eugene Vodolazkin was patient, thorough, and warm whenever I asked 
questions about the book, and I thank him for reading my transla-
tion and offering comments. Of course I thank him even more—both 
as a reader and a translator—for writing the novel in the first place. 
Becoming an author’s English-language voice is an honor, particularly 
for a book you love. I hope Lavr will speak to you as Laurus.

lISa C. Hayden, apRIl 2015
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He had four names at various times. A person’s life is heterogeneous, 
so this could be seen as an advantage. Life’s parts sometimes have little 
in common, so little that it might appear various people lived them. 
When this happens, it is difficult not to feel surprised that all these 
people carry the same name.

He also had two nicknames. One of them—Rukinets—referred to 
Rukina Quarter, where he came into the world. But this person was 
known to most people by the nickname Doctor, because he was, more 
than anything, a doctor to his contemporaries. He was, one should 
think, something more than a doctor, because what he achieved went 
beyond the limits of a doctor’s possibilities.

It is thought that the word vrach, for medical doctor, comes from 
the word vrati, which means to say an incantation. This similarity sup-
poses that words—words as such, no matter what they meant—played 
an essential role in the medical treatment process. The role of words 
was more significant during the Middle Ages than it is now because of 
the limited selection of medications. So speaking a lot was a necessity.

Doctors spoke. They knew certain methods for treating ailments, 
but they did not pass up opportunities to address disease directly. 
Uttering rhythmic phrases that outwardly lacked meaning, they said 
an incantation over the illness, smoothly convincing it to abandon the 
patient’s body. The line between doctor and medicine man was relative 
during this period.

Patients spoke. In the absence of diagnostic technology, patients 
needed to describe, in detail, everything occurring within their ailing 
bodies. Sometimes they thought the illness left them, bit by bit, along 
with their unhurried, pain-steeped words. They could speak only with 
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their doctors about all the details of their illnesses, and this made them 
feel better.

The patients’ relatives spoke. They clarified their loved ones’ state-
ments or even amended them, because not all illnesses permitted 
the sufferers to give reliable reports of what they had gone through. 
Relatives could openly express concerns that the illness was untreat-
able and complain (the Middle Ages was not a sentimental time) that 
it is difficult to deal with an ill person. This made them feel better, too.

The defining trait of the person under discussion is that he spoke 
very little. He remembered the words of Arsenius the Great: I have 
often regretted the things I have said, but I have never regretted my 
silence. Most often he looked wordlessly at the patient. He might say 
only, your body will still serve you. Or, your body has become unsuit-
able, prepare to leave it; know that this shell is imperfect.

His renown was great. It spread throughout the entire inhabited 
world; he could not avoid notice anywhere. His appearances drew 
together many people. He would cast an attentive gaze upon those 
present, his wordlessness transferring itself to those who had gathered. 
The crowd froze in place. Only small clouds of steam—instead of 
words—left hundreds of open mouths, and he would watch how they 
melted in the frosty air. And the crunch of January snow under his feet 
was audible. Or the rustle of September foliage. Everyone awaited a 
miracle and the sweat of expectation rolled down the faces of those in 
attendance. Salty drops fell, resonating on the earth. The crowd parted, 
letting him through to the person he had come to see.

He would place his hand on the patient’s forehead. Or touch wounds. 
Many believed that the touch of his hand could heal. And thus the nick-
name Rukinets, given to him because of his place of birth but rooted 
in the word ruka, for hand, acquired additional meaning. His doctor-
ing skills were honed over the years, reaching, at the zenith of his life, 
heights that seemed unattainable for a human being.

It was said that he possessed the elixir of immortality. It is even 
said from time to time that this giving healer could not die as all 
other people do. The basis for this opinion is that his body had no 
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traces of decay after death, maintaining its former appearance after 
lying under an open sky for many days. And then it disappeared, as 
if its possessor had grown tired of lying there: he stood up and left. 
Those who think this, however, forget that only two people have left 
the earth in flesh and blood since the Creation of the world. Enoch 
was taken by the Lord at the revealment of the Antichrist and Elijah 
was raised to the heavens in a chariot of fire. Holy tradition does not 
mention a Russian doctor.

Judging from his infrequent statements, he did not intend to reside 
in a body forever, if only because he had worked with bodies his 
entire life. Most likely he didn’t have the elixir of immortality, either. 
Somehow, things of this sort don’t fit with what we know about him. In 
other words, one can say with certainty that he is not with us at present. 
It is worth adding, however, that he himself did not always understand 
what time ought to be considered the present.


